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4 cities

49 sculptures

Endless Gratitude…



The inspiration

The image of key workers standing together but apart is one of the abiding images of recent times…



The installation

49 sculptures, each individually painted by artists and reflected by giant mirrors, will enable people to visit, 
reflect and share stories next summer… free to visit.



Locations

20 August - 30 August Birmingham

3 September - 12 September Manchester

17 September - 26 September Edinburgh

1 October - 10 October London 

October 2021 Auction in London



Dame Zandra Rhodes
Creative Ambassador



‘Wrapped in rainbows’ represents our key workers in 
the form of a twisting rainbow, protecting us with their 
hard work and commitment through dark and stormy 
times… but happily, with the promise of better times to 
come...

Illustrator and artist Evelyn Sinclair has a wealth of 
varied experience, including illustrated maps, a popular 
series of children's sticker books, and most recently, 
her award-winning illustrations for The Lakeland Book 
of the Year - ‘The Lake District in 101 Maps & 
Infographics’. Her favourite kind of project is one that 
will make people smile - just one of the reasons she 
loves painting sculptures for charity Art Trails.

Wrapped in Rainbows

Artist: Sinclair Illustration

Ref: ART145Location: Kendal



The coronavirus outbreak has driven millions of people to 
shelter at home for long days of anxiousness and 
boredom. In country after country, people have responded 
by taking to their balconies, windows, and rooftops to sing 
to one another, to applaud and show gratitude to key 
workers, banging pots and pans and playing music to lift 
one another’s spirits. This design has been inspired by 
these events and celebrates our sense of community spirit.

Donna Newman is a freelance mural artist. Predominantly 
working in schools across the Midlands, she seeks to 
inspire young people by transforming their learning 
environments with her vibrant artwork. She is also an 
experienced painter of public art trails working closely with 
Wild in Art on numerous commissions and raising over 
£150,000 for charities through her sculpture sales.

Clap for Heroes

Artist: Donna Newman

Ref: ART059Location: Birmingham



This design is inspired by the brave key workers that 
have kept the UK running throughout the turbulent last 
18 months. From nurses, to delivery drivers, teachers 
and skilled professionals, the sculpture aims to thank 
and celebrate the people we have renewed gratitude 
for. The Russian or Matryoshka doll imagery 
symbolises how we are all connected in a long chain of 
‘us’.

Karis Lambert believes that creativity can connect 
people, and this is what her artwork tries to 
achieve. As a working artist, Karis makes paintings, 
illustrations, comics, and murals from her home studio 
in Manchester. She brings a precise, modern style to 
traditional media including pen and ink - often depicting 
significant places and surrealist portraiture.

Us

Artist: Karis Viola Lambert

Ref: ART087Location: Manchester



The design transforms the sculpture into a lavish 
bouquet of flowers tied at the bottom with a large 
ribbon. The bouquet is wrapped in a paper with a 
subtle rainbow design. It is small something that is well 
deserved by each and every key worker.

Sue Guthrie is a professional artist based in the West 
Midlands. She has been involved in many sculpture 
trails and finds their appeal somewhat addictive. She 
works in education as a visiting artist offering 
workshops and mural commissions for schools as well 
as the many corporate commissions that she has 
undertaken over the years.

Say it with Flowers

Artist: Sue Guthrie

Ref: ART098Location: Birmingham



NHS Heroes is inspired by the idea that our true heroes, 
our everyday heroes are the NHS workers, especially 
through the pandemic. Sandra Russell painted an oil 
portrait of a palliative care nurse for Portraits For NHS 
Heroes which was included in the online exhibition and 
subsequent book. This inspired the idea is that within NHS 
workers there are true heroes.

Sandra Russell is a painter, illustrator and storyboard 
artist. She mainly works for advertising agencies’ pre-
production art studios drawing digitally how an advert will 
look like before it goes into production. Having painted a 
Wild in Art sculpture before and seeing how much people 
enjoy seeing and engaging with the sculptures, Sandra 
wanted to get involved with Gratitude as a way of 
expressing her support and admiration for the NHS and 
front line workers.

NHS Heroes

Artist: Sandra Russell

Ref: ART054Location: Blyth



Why you should get involved

● engages your stakeholders

● provides great content for social media

● supports artists 

● raises money for  NHS Charities Together



Packages

Sculpture Sponsor - £9,750 plus VAT
1 Gratitude Sculpture sponsorship 
Branding on print and digital assets*
Opportunity to provide a reward on the event app*

Location Sponsor - £35,000 plus VAT
2 Gratitude Sculpture sponsorships**
Enhanced branding at location 
Opportunity to host a private preview event

Auction Sponsor - £30,000 plus VAT
1 Gratitude Sculpture sponsorship
Enhanced branding/activation at the auction



The event app

● Each sculpture has a 4 digit code

● People can unlock a reward, upload selfies 
and vote for their favourite sculpture

● App reward gives you the opportunity to 
push them to your website/social media 
channels

● B2B and B2C rewards



Location sponsor - London

Confirmed Partners



The Organisers - Wild in Art 
Wild in Art is a leading producer of spectacular, 
mass-appeal public art events that connect 
businesses, artists and community through the 
power of creativity and innovation. 

Wild in Art Events have:

∙ Enabled over £15m to be raised for charitable 
causes

∙ Injected over £2.4m into local creative 
communities

∙ Engaged over 850,000 young people in Learning 
Programmes

∙ Helped millions of people of all ages to 
experience art in non-traditional settings

wildinart.co.uk | @wildinart

http://www.wildinart.co.uk/


nigel@purpletangerine.com
donna.price@purpletangerine.com

Get in touch

thisisgratitude.co.uk 

mailto:nigel@purpletangerine.com
mailto:donna.price@purpletangerine.com
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